cance of this. Another feature of considerable clinical importance concerns the possible unfavorable effect which traumatic stress and certain inoculations may exert on the early stages of acute disease. All of these and other subjects received wide discussion.
Readers of this volume will do well to read carefully the introductory address entitled, "Medical Research and Natural Philosophy" by the great Danish scientist, Niels Bohr, whose remarks can be said to apply to various types of scientific work in general and to the reports in this volume in particular. They remind us that scientific results can only be received in the light of the circumstances under which the results have been obtained, and that, however important and final they may appear as recorded in this or any other similar volume, actually they are only current reports recounting what the up-to-the-minute story is, at this particular time. Any mycologist would be pleased indeed with the abundance of excellent plates which so enrich this text, for they constitute a wealth of gross and microscopic pathologic specimens as well as detailed calonial and morphologic studies of all the pathogenic fungi. While the photographs will benefit the student of mycology as a pictorial review of the pathogenesis of these microorganisms, the volume was written primarily to provide for the clinician a ready reference and basic procedure in elaborating the etiologic agent of a specific fungus infection.
To recall some basic concepts of mycology, the identification and orientation of medical pathogens among the Thallophyta or rudimentary plants are lightly sketched and supplemented by glossary. Against this brief background, which would not be adequate for the neophyte, each fungus of clinical significance is described in relation to the symptoms of the disease followed by the specific procedures for the isolation and identification of the fungus, the mycologic data that can be derived from histologic studies of biopsy and necropsy specimens, and concluding statements concerning the therapy of choice as well as prognosis. Although the volume is replete with formulary, a culture media section, and chapter on bothersome contaminants, the methods described imply a knowledge of techniques familiar to the dermatologist and mycologist, but which may not be in the armamentarium of the average physician. From the viewpoint of stark practicality, therefore, the book is found wanting, but for visualization of the clinical and histologic aspects of fungal disease the "Atlas" is beyond competition.
Despite the realization that black and white photographic plates in lieu of drawings in color are the price of economy, it must not be forgotten that many photographs fail to convey the specific differentiating details intended and are worthless. This serious criticism can be made of several plates demonstrating colonial morphology. If the fungus species cannot be identified from such photographs by the mycologist-and they cannot-the plates will mean nothing to the uninstructed. It would seem that by deleting these few plates and providing the minor additions indicated, the authors would have augmented their great service and extended the usefulness of a truly valuable book.
